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At Last!courtesy of celebrated pediatrician Dr. Louis Borgenicht and his child, Joe Borgenicht. When should I bring the
infant to a health care provider for servicing?   Through step-by-step instructions and useful schematic diagrams, The
Baby Owner's Manual explores a huge selection of faqs: What's the simplest way to swaddle a baby? How do i make my
newborn sleep through the night? But none of this experience will prepare you for the world's biggest technical marvel:
a new baby baby. Whatever your issues, you'll find the answers here— A Beginner's Guidebook to NEWBORN Technology
You've programmed your DVR, you’ve installed a radio Internet connection, you may also check Facebook on your cell
phone. Collectively, they provide a lot of useful advice for anybody who wants to learn the basics of childcare.
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Great gift for a fresh dad! I gave my husband the baby owner's manual as part of a Christmas gift as I was 5 weeks
pregnant at that time.! I chose this publication since it was written partly by a pediatrician, this means I feel most of the
guidance is coming from an evidence-centered toolset. It was supposed to be a funny gag present but I read some of the
pages and they were so funny AND informative points I couldn’t put it down. Everyone at our family Christmas
celebration thought this was a fantastic present and wanted a duplicate because of their husband, son, etc. That is our
first kid together.), how so when to begin feeding your child. He's an extremely fast reader but he stated that it was very
funny and he discovered a lot! The reserve got great diagrams of infants, their cribs, how to transformation a diaper,
what to do in emergency situations, etc.! Pictures and diagrams help a lot. The cover was great and sturdy and very
colorful. Definitely suit for a man. Basic, useful, and fun to read - Excellent choice for first-time parents-to-be. For
example, what to do following a baby has vaccinations. Good read Easy to read for the guys. Would recommend. It has
totally can be found in handy! Great guys gift.Kid continues to be alive.Well done!Given that the baby is about 4 weeks
old, he’s gone back again to read over a few of the pages once again for reference. I love this publication. This answers
essentially all of the queries I had about learning to be a father. It addresses things like how to prepare/organize your
nursery, how exactly to pick up your baby (with diagrams! My husband laughed but he read this entire reserve cover to
cover in in regards to a week. Purchase this, it's so useful and in addition funny! it is not plenty of psychological babble
My husband will probably love this, it. He’s a 33 season old man boy who hasn't even changed a diaper! My wife is a
pediatrician aswell, and enjoyed (moreover, agreed with) the majority of the book herself. There are always a couple
mild spots which are no more updated with American Academy of Pediatrics suggestions (I recommend you peruse their
manual as well, though it's much longer and not almost as fun), as there have been updates in the evidence since this
book's last edition, but that shouldn't deter you - this book is all about the basics. nonsexist, easy read, quick reference,
manual... The next one I got for my husband as a shower gift to help him learn the basics. A nonsexist, to the point, book
targeted at: mother, father, godparent, aunt, uncle, family friend, neighbor, etc without the expectation that you will be
either an idiot or possess tons of experience with children. Fun read from start to finish and well-organized for future
quick reference. I bought this as a gift, but received a Kindle 'sneak peak' and was therefore pleased with this purchase
I look forward to providing this as a baby shower gift often. Funny and informative. Perfect for all of the practical baby
questions! Due to the two page diagrams I HIGHLY recommend the paperback on the kindle version. Great Present for
Clueless Caregivers Everywhere We bought two of these books as gifts just before my baby was thanks. Perfect! Finally!
Both of these really appreciated the read, it's humorous, but still informative. It's definitely a "beginners guide", I
wouldn't buy this for a mom- it really does just cover the fundamentals of things like "How to Keep a Baby" or "How
exactly to Change a Diaper", etc. Useful info for people who have no idea what they're doing around babies (no shame
for the reason that!). Not much re-read value, but does help learning these issues a little more fun. Great gift for
clueless caregivers everywhere! Awesome This book is awesome. I love the 'project'/mechanical approach that it takes
when referring to the infant, and still includes sound recommendations, advice and instruction. A lot of great references
for first time parents. Hilarious and informative Hilarious and informative. However they always use terms that men
would understand. Also, the book is created in a straightforward, humorous, easy-to-read way that makes its advice
obvious - it's hard to place down!uses pc jargon, a lot of useful info but keeps it brief and to the point. Has many
diagrams. I love it since it brings a feeling of humour to a demanding situation, by no means is it a tale but the wording
helps it be light and more enjoyable. It reminds me of my manual for my sewing machine, gives you steps and continues
it concise, if you are having further problems seek advice from the sewing machine organization or as the book would
say your wellbeing care professional or 911. It is a book that I in fact think my hubby would read (it is not a lot of
mental babble and full of unnecessary jargon). Has images and diagrams as well! This reserve is written for anyone who
has by no means noticed a baby before. The infant ran a fever and I wasn’t house and he wasn’t quite sure what to do.
The pages are colorful and thick. My child and his wife ate extremely competitive and I could easily imagine him
evaluating this reserve to her "What things to Expect the 1st Year" I truly hunk the layout/strategy is ideal for any new
mother or father, but Dads especially, as it lends a comfortable body of reference and terms. Great Guide! Results Speak
For Themselves Got this for my buddy and sister-in-law prior to the birth of their first child. Plenty of laughs and fun



learning. Practical advice in an interesting format. A big hit with the dad to be. The first one I acquired for my best
friend who was going to be a first time "Aunt", and was a little apprehensive about helping care for a new baby, since
she had small experience around babies. My husband can be an engineer and he loves this book! Makes a great gift! I
bought this as a gift for my son and daughter-in-law who will be first-time parents come March. My son stated it’s funny
and also very informative. He’s really enjoying it. Instant confidence builder! He popped that book open and study a
couple of things and attempted them and was able to make the baby feel much better quickly. Even if you won't have a
kid and are just interested in a bit of information with a whole lot of laughs that is a great reserve to read. We bought
this book based on a recommendation from a mommy friend, and I'm so glad we did! It addresses EVERYTHING - how
exactly to swaddle, diapers, circumcision care and attention, first aid, feeding, sleeping, etc. It's not overly wordy - it
gives you the information and moves on. Reads just like a car manual, which husband loves. Thanks Cute and fun for
quick review Don't bother A little funny but mostly just a waste materials of money. All of these factors are probably
good sense to people who are already parents, but if you are expecting your initial, this will answer queries you may
never have thought to ask.
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